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interview

Can you explain what DarbeeVision 
does, and what makes it unique?

▷▷ DarbeeVision invented the Darbee 
Visual Presence (DVP) technology to 
provide a solution to the most common 
problem in photography: For over 100 
years, images have been captured through 
a monoscopic lens, yielding it impossible 
to understand the image in the same way as 
if we had seen the scene with our two eyes. 
Flat images lack depth because important 
parts of depth perception are a process 
computed in your visual system. Disparity 
depth cues arise from “multi-eye seeing,” 
which can’t be captured as part of the envi-
ronment — not even by the most perfect 
monoscopic camera system. 

Interpreting these depth cues requires 
we have at least two eyes to receive the 
scene information. DVP is special because 
it harnesses the power of computation to 
analyze an image, generate the lost dispar-

ity depth information, and then encode it 
back into the original image. DVP is the 
only solution that “preconditions” mono-
scopic images so the human visual system 
can process them the same way it would 
the real-life scene. The resulting DVP 
image has more depth, clarity and realism. 
DVP is proof that image realism is not lim-
ited by the constraints of image capture 
and display fidelity factors. 

Why should installers use DarbeeVision 
products? 
▷▷ There isn’t a more cost-effective way 
to put a big smile on a customer’s face 

than installing our solution and then 
turning it on and off. Customers are 
amazed at what they see. 

Customers always want the best. In 
general, color is more interesting than 
black and white; widescreen format is 
more interesting than 4:3; improving 
the dynamic range of an image is always 
embraced. We demonstrate how even 
with the best possible video chain play-
ing the best possible content, when you 
add the DVP solution, you take the vid-
eo entertainment experience to a new, 
remarkable level.

How has 4K affected product development?
▷▷ We love any technology advance-
ments that enable a higher fidelity pic-
ture, no matter if it’s technology at the 
capture end or the display end. With 4K, 
more information is captured, which 
gives our algorithm even more informa-

tion to work with. The result is that our 
processing for 4K is even more stunning 
than for SD or HD. 

Overcoming the product development 
hurdles is no different for us than for any 
other company creating solutions for the 
mainstream specification evolution. We 
like to develop on customer demand, but 
we must also speculatively develop to stay 
on or ahead of the curve.

Will high dynamic range (HDR) and wide 
color gamut technologies affect Darbee-
Vision?
▷▷ We embrace all technology that makes 

fidelity better. When fidelity factors, as well 
as frame rate, color gamut and aspect ratio 
are improved — the addition of DVP cre-
ates an even greater experience. 

DVP happily coexists with 4K and 
HDR and it does something that high 
fidelity capture and display technology 
cannot do: It provides the missing depth 
cue information that really changes the 
viewing experience.

What is DarbeeVision’s most popular 
product or technology, and what makes 
this product or technology popular within 
the home video market?
▷▷ Customers — from the causal viewer 
to the videophile — they love our DVP 
technology because it’s surprising and 
gratifying. It dramatically improves the 
picture quality. In the end, they find the 
DVP difference to be a necessary part of 
their viewing experience. 

Larry Pace says his company’s imaging 
processing technologies work better with 4K 
content because there is more fundamental 
information to process compared to SD or HD.

“There isn’t a more cost-effective way to put a big 
smile on a customer’s face than installing our 

solution and then turning it on and off.” 
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